
TYPE FIVE
THE INVESTIGATIVE THINKER
Perceptive | Insightful | Intelligent | Detached | Isolated
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COACHING SESSION #2

Type 5
When you are healthy, you are pro-
foundly perceptive and capable of orig-
inal, brilliant, and inventive solutions to 
problems.

When average, you feel more secure at 
home in your imaginations instead of 
actually applying your knowledge. Your 
life can begin to unravel when you get 
lost in your thinking.

You are fearful that you’re unable to do 
things well, so you spend a great deal of 
time thinking, studying, and preparing. 
To you, the world and other people are 
overwhelming and threatening, so you 
tend to retreat from the world to feel 
more secure. You observe the world from 
a detached, cerebral, and outsider view.

Reflection
• Do you find yourself feeling more secure when you are all alone with your 

thoughts and imagination? Do you find that you need time alone to sort 
through your thoughts, emotions, and circumstances? 

• Do you struggle with being fearful that you do not have enough knowledge to 
be capable and competent? Does this insecurity cause you to withdraw and 
increase your desire to learn more and more? What does this look like on a day-
to-day basis? 

 

 

 

Head Triad 
THINKING CENTER 
The Head Triad or Thinking Center contains Types 5, 6, and 7. 

• This group shares similar assets and liabilities surrounding their thinking.

• They tend to engage in life and circumstances through mental analysis. 

• They do this out of a reaction to their emotional struggle, which is anxiety 
(or fear).   

• The common desire they share and focus on is their security.

Your Coach's Contact 
Information: 

Core Motivations

Core Fear
Being annihilated, invaded, or 
not existing; being thought 
incapable or ignorant; having 
obligations placed upon you or 
your energy depleted.

Core Desire
Being knowledgeable, capable, 
and competent.

Core Weakness
Avarice—Feeling you lack 
inner resources and that too 
much interaction with others 
will lead to catastrophic 
depletion; withholding 
yourself from contact with 
the world; holding onto your 
resources, and minimizing 
your needs.

Core Longing
“Your needs are not a problem.”
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The Gospel is the Antidote: Christ Satisfies Longing
The amazing news is that the Gospel is the answer to what your 
heart longs to hear. 

You long to know that your needs are not a problem, yet your inter-
nal record player always plays the lie that you need to minimize 
your needs and hoard resources to keep your autonomy. 

The good news of the Gospel is that Jesus Christ came to earth 
to save those He called (those who feel depleted), His cherished 
sheep. When you (or anyone) becomes a believer, it’s important 
to believe and trust in these truths:

Your needs are seen and taken care of: You do not need to worry 

that your resources will run out. Christ knows exactly what you 

need and provides for you because of His immense love. 

Christ restores your empty internal reservoir: Christ knows 

that your relational battery gets drained quickly and that you 

need solitude to recharge. You can go to Him in solitude, and He 

will recharge you with more satisfying energy! You can drink his 

life-giving water, which never runs dry, and be filled and satisfied. 

He will give you what you need.

Your Hidden Side
You often prefer to sit back and observe rather than engage 
in social situations. You do this because you believe you 
have a lack of internal resources, and you fear obligation, 
intrusion, and being overwhelmed or dependent. 

Though you need companionship and connection, you tend 
to be secretly fearful of going too deep with others and 
coming to rely on their affection. You want to be capable 
and competent to keep yourself from being annihilated or 
invaded. You tend to believe asking for anything from oth-
ers would put your independence at risk. You fear your own 
needs would be “too much” or even harmful to others if you 
openly expressed them.

Deep down, you do want to connect with “safe” people, but 
you fear to do so might cost you the competency and self-re-
liance you work so hard to maintain. If you believe that your 
area of expertise or your autonomy is at risk, you may with-
draw from a relationship, even if you love and respect the 
person. You seem uninterested and uninvolved, but to you, 
your strict boundaries feel necessary for survival.

Going Deeper

• You need and want championship and connection from others, 
but do you see that you fear needing affection and warmth from 
them? What is this like? What thoughts come to mind when you 
think about this area? Do you fear that people will deplete you? 
How do you navigate this fear? Do your strategies work?

• In your relationships, do you find that you withdraw from others 
because of a deep need for privacy and time alone to sort out 
your emotions and thoughts? How do you let others know of this 
need? What happens if they place obligations on you or intrude 
on your privacy?

Accepting His Invitation for You

• What is it like to realize that your needs are not a problem to God 
and that he provides for all you need? Are you able to relax and 
allow others to get closer to you? Can you let others know what 
you need and rely on them?

• What is it like to realize that Christ alone restores your empty 
internal reservoir with never-ending life-giving water? Does this 
help you relax and enjoy life more? Do you feel more secure, 
which enables you to move out in boldness and assertiveness?

Relationship Issues
Of all the Types, most people have a hard time understanding 5s 
since you truly interact with the world in a completely different 
way. Life and relationships drain your internal batteries quicker 
than others. Therefore, you need a lot of time alone to recharge.

However, this doesn’t mean you don’t want relationships. It 
means you are generally unable to compromise your solitude. 
Others might misunderstand this as not wanting to be with 
them. When you do find someone who understands your world, 
who appreciates your interests, and whom you respect, you are 
loyal and passionate friends, partners, and lovers. You can make 
fascinating companions, constantly introducing new ideas to 
others. You must find a balance between the desire for solitude 
and the desire for meaningful connection.

Your relationship issues include the following: 

• Frequently feeling intruded on and needing a great deal of 
privacy to process your thoughts and feelings. 

• Becoming overwhelmed by the emotional needs of others. 

• Detaching from your emotions and appearing cold and 
distant at times.


